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APRIL 1, 2018
MORE MONEY DOWN INTO THE TOWN SQUARE HOLE AND TOWN AND
COUNTRY BUDGET DEFICIT. This time it is a $50,290 increase to add more security
cameras. Then it is an additional $12,119 for rerouting electrical lines to Principia
property that were severed in February during construction in connection with the
sidewalk and tunnel on the north side of Clayton Road.

The money requests by Town Square builder, Brinkman Construction were first read on
Monday March 26, 2018. The funds should be released after the first meeting in April
when they are second read and voted on. This brings the total money that we have
been counting spent toward the town square at $8,388,167. This also brings the T&C
Budget deficit for 2018 to $6,530,395.

TOWN SQUARE COSTS
$2,250,000 purchase price in January of 2015
$34,845 misc expenses including consulting fees
$2,284,845 total spent at the end of 2016
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+ 330,000 spoil sampling, engineering work, consultant fees 2017
$2,614.845
+$5,759,208 2018 construction costs for grounds and stormwter retention pond

$8,374,053
340,000 unbudgeted for east side trai, constrasting paving stones and 2 nd restroom

+

$8,714,053
+

156,386 approved 11/27/17 for payment to American Water to move water main

$8,870,439
-$810,000 purchase price by Brinkman Development for 2.4 acres zoned commercial

$8,060,439
+

40,000 approved on 12/11/17 for $196,294 for second restrooms in Town
Square. $156.294 already budgeted. Additional $40,000 for new
Sanitary Sewer lines placement.

$8,100,439
+

25,000 Engineering design for Maintenance Building 01/08/18

$8.125,439
+

106 Coffee for the Dec 16 Town Square “Ground Breaking” added on 1/8

$8,125,545
+

27,000

Architectural Service for Town Square Pavilion add on 01/22/18

$8,152,545
+

33,200

2/6/18 Design revisions for Town Square 1st reading 2/12/18

$8,185,745
+ 103,109 first read 2/26/18 sewer design revisions, asbestos removal from house
$8, 288,854 prior to demo and slope stability and seepage prevention.
+

36,904 Soil testing, removal and replacement in area of retention pond 3/12/18

$8,325,758
+

50,290 Additional security cameras 3/26/18 first read

$8,376,048
+

12,119 Electrical rerouting on north side of Clayton Road 3/26/18 first read

$8,388,167
2018 Town and Country Budget Deficit
-$6,242,773

Start 1/1/18
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25,000
-$6,267,773
27,000
-$6,294,773
33,200
-$6,327,973
103,109
-$6,431,082
36,904
-$6,467,986
50,290
-$6,518,276
12,119
-$6,530,395

01/08/18 Engineering/Design for Town Sq Maintenance Building.
01/22/18 additional architectural fees for Town Sq Pavilion
02/0618 Engineering Design changes Stock & Assocs.
Asbestos abatement, redrawing sewer lines for MSD and seepage prevention

First reading 02/26/18
Soil testing, removal and replaced under retention pond 1 st read 3/12/18
Security cameras for Town Square first read 3/26/18
Rerouting electrical on north side of Clayton Road first read 3/26/18

WOODLAND DESIGNATION AT STAKE; ALSO
REHNQUIST DESIGN AND BUILD LOSES LAWSUIT FILED BY NEIGHBORS TO
THE MASON HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION. REHNQUIST IS ALSO SUING WIDOW NEXT
TO HIS SUBDIVISION ON FAR SOUTH MASON ROAD. Residents lined up to speak
against Rehnquist’s request to take out more woodland than is currently allowed at
1919 S. Mason Road and 1955 S. Mason Road. It was before the T&C Planning and
Zoning Commission on Wednesday March 21.

Missing as usual was Mayor Jon Dalton, who hates to fulfill his elected duties that
include being a member of the P&Z Commission because he would have to vote and
piss someone off. Also missing were Dennis Bolazina and Dr. Gary Omell, both who
are insightful and often entertaining.
Rob Rehnquist led things off.
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Rob Rehnquist
“The woodland green space requirement was determined on an unimproved piece of
property. This is kind of backwards. The current plat is based on unsubstantiated
information. Why the required woodland just because it was recorded doesn’t make it
right,” said Rehnquist, who wants to put seven homes on 7 ½ acres.
We will document further in this article that Rehnquist has had problems following green
space requirements and tree removal issues in the past. Of course the city has done no
enforcement in this area AGAINST Rehnquist or anybody else..
Rehnquist also questioned the general intelligence of the people attending the meeting.
He stated that they were uninformed and not aware of the facts. He was about to be
surprised.

Cynthia Palvelka of 1519 Mason Hill Ct. said she was concerned
with the plans.
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Rise Williamson of 1839 Woodmark was upset. “I’m concern that a
developer can buy a large piece of land protected by a woodlands ordinance but then
want to change it.”

Jan Clayton, who has lived behind
2055 S. Mason at 2053 S. Mason on 4 ½ acres since 1972, went to tell the story of how
Rehnquist was going to cut off the water line to their property for “six hours” and it
ended up being 3-days. “I’m not fighting the development next to me, but we have
horses (four horses) and horses need shade,” she said about Rehnquist clear cutting
woodlands.
Her daughter Jan Alisa Clayton talked about the water cut off. Mrs. Clayton sued
Rehnquist over the water line issues. We have part of that lawsuit later in this report.
“Right now this situation with this developer, Rehnquist, has caused us great discomfort.
He has made out that we are a problem because of the age of our property,” said Miss
Clayton. She was also upset that Rehnquist is moving their water line left large holes
on their property,. Plus their driveway access. She claimed it was dangerous for visitors
and their horses.

“I want to express my concern for the trees. We have seen what
Rehnquist did at Mason Heights where they took all the trees,” said Margaret Clarke of
1503 Mason Hill Ct. (There was a lawsuit that and a jury trial that Rehnquist lost over
clear cutting the Mason Heights subdivision and resulting storm water damage.)
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“If you destroy trees, water becomes a problem,” said Dr. James
Debnam of 1845 Nettlecreek.

John Burney spoke next. Earlier he had stopped and asked if I
was ok as I was sitting on a wall in front of city hall waiting for my heart to slow down
(some advanced Afib). That was nice. I told him my heart was acting up making me
have to rest occasionally. He replied that he had been told that I didn’t have a heart,
that I was heartless. That wasn’t so nice. (He is friends with Tim Welby who I defeated
for alderman and later wrote about concerning the arrest of his daughter and his
conduct toward his next door neighbor.)
“Laws are put into place as guidelines,” said Burney inferring that Rehnquist should
follow the guidelines.

Monica Gunther of 1924 Muir Woods Lane responded to
Rehnquist’s opening statements about having restrictions on property before there were
plans. “No one forced that upon them (original owners of the property). It wasn’t forced
on them. I’m questioning why we have not heard from the actual owners (Rehnquist is
buying the property only if the woodlands restriction is changed and his subdivision
plans are approved.)
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David Hough of 13201 Thornhill is an engineer. He was a
command officer in the Coast Guard and ran public works units on Coast Guard bases
around the world. After retiring he was Town and Country’s first volunteer “city engineer”
after the big annexation of 1983. David can be like many engineers (I know my father’s
side of the family is full of them). They can begin to put you to sleep in two minutes
when going into detail about something.
David was different on this night and kept most everyone’s attention.
“Trees have a purpose. That is to protect the watershed,” he said. “20% of the lots in
Thornhill (out of a 123) have been clear cut and replaced with something that some call
homes. Mason Heights was clear cut.”
“Reference 1919 Mason Road, the conservation numbers (Woodland preserve) were
put there for a reason. Otherwise it is death by 1,000 cuts. We have to look at all of
Town and Country.”

Linda Forbringer of 1823 Woodmark laid some blame and some
responsibility on the members of the P&Z Commission. “You make this place less
spectacular. You are the stewards for Town and Country. Protect Town and Country.”
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Ilya Eydelman, 2078 S. Mason, the owner and operator of
Rain Tree Pre School at 2100 S, Mason came with a visual presentation. Eydelman
had google Earth photos of the property from 2005 to current that show a sudden lack
of trees and cover on the properties.

2005

2012
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Street View 2012

After tree removal began from 2015 through 2017
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1955 S. Mason today
If it is this easy to circumvent the code, why have the code at all,” said Eydelman. “It
has been suggested it is old trees falling down and diseased trees. If you believe that
why is it only on this one piece of property and not adjoining property with diseased
trees?”
Rehnquist then jumped up and claimed the green removed from the photos was either
honeysuckle or ash trees. (Ash bore killing ash trees.)

Cecelia Tombs of King Glen Dr proclaimed, “It is sad to drive
down Mason Road now.

Hal Rutherford 1518 Mason Valley Dr. “He (Rehnquist) would
have you believe we are uninformed citizens. I think we showed that isn’t the case. He
clearly knows the code and how to get around it. If the code just serves the developers,
why have it?”
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The final speaker was this resident from the Laurel Lake
Subdivision. “What brought me to Town and Country is my 1 acre lot that backs up to
woodlands. Three years I have lived here. Driving down Mason Road is not very pretty
anymore. Please listen to the people who live here and not the developers who do not
live here.”
FRED MEYLAND-SMITH TURNS INTO A POMPUS ASS AND THEN POUTS!
Toward the end of the meeting there was a letter from Vivian Meyer of 1536 S. Mason
Road concerning Rehnquist and tree removal. At the start of the letter it stated that
Mrs. Meyer wanted it read into the record. There had been a stenographer/court
reporter taking everything that was said at the hearing.
Planning Department admin aide Laura Lowell was ready to read the letter, when the
great windbag Ald. Fred Meyland-Smith, who sits on the P&Z Commission objected.
“It’s only midnight,” announced Meyland-Smith when it was exactly 9 o’clock! He began
to quiz Lowell if all the letters were not made part of the file. She stated that they were.
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Meyland-Smith Steals the meeting: At this point alderwoman Lindsey Butler stood by
and raised her hand from the back of the room. Fred apparently now had stolen the
meeting from P&Z Chair Ron Sulewski and shouted at Butler, “I’ll get to you.”
Finally Chairman Sulewski regained control and called Ald. Butler forward. She said
that Mrs. Meyer had given her the letter and had specifically asked that it be read aloud
into the record.

Lindsey Butler not putting up with Meyland-Smith’s
bullshit.
Meyland-Smith went back on the time it would take. Finally Commission Rob Cima
asked, “How many letters are there?”. Laura Lowell responded, “Three.” Chairman
Sulewski then nodded and waved his hand for Lowell to read them.
While she read the letters Meyland-Smith appeared to be pouting.
During the reading of Meyer letter, Mrs. Meyer wrote how their property was damaged
by the storm water runoff from the Rehnquist Mason Heights subdivision that was clear
cut. She wrote how they had to sue Rehnquist and won in a jury trial. But the judgment
was not enough to bring their property back. The property that had been in the family
for over 140 years has been put on the market with the frame houses marketed as “tear
downs.”
Instead of voting down this proposal submitted by Rehnquist, the P&Z Commission
voted with Rehnquist’s permission to continue the matter to April and try and get the
authors of two different surveys of the land to appear.
THE LAWSUITS
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Meyer’s property

Mason Heights after being clear cut by Rehnquist during construction.
As mentioned the Meyer’s sued Rehnquist and in a jury trial won $35,000 plus over
$8,000 in lawyer fees. The original petition included people who bought houses in
Mason Heights. They were later dropped from the lawsuit. Here is the petition of facts.
We have excluded parts involving those owners dropped from the suit.
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Here is the verdict:

At the hearing the lawsuit by Jan Clayton against Rehnquist was mentioned. Here is
part of that from court files:
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This was settled out of court.
However, we were at the P&Z meeting and Board of Alderman meeting where
Rehnquist promised Mrs. Clayton, there would be a temporary driveway to her property
and he would build a new driveway connection.
The sad fact is that long time residents up and down Mason Road have to sue
Rehnquist over shoddy construction work that has damaged their property. It seems to
be a pattern by Mr. Rehnquist and his company. The city needs strict enforcement on
Rehnquist projects. However, the city under Mayor Dalton and PW Director Craig Wilde
have shown an almost zero ability to enforce code violations.
Now Rehnquist has sued Mrs. Clayton.
Here is part of that lawsuit:
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So here is Rehnquist, who cut off the water supply to the Clayton property for over three
days and caused damage and dangerous conditions on the driveway leading to her
property, is suing an 80-plus-year-old resident who has lived in Town and Country for
44 years. Rehnquist projects should be turned down for at least a year on the ground of
their recent work that has damaged property ad adversely affected residents.
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WEAVING, TEXTING DRUNK DRIVER WHO HAD PEED IN HER PANTS DENIED
DRINKING, THEN REFUSED TO TAKE A BREATH TEST. On May 20, 2017 just after
midnight Town and Country Officer Doll had plenty of clues that the driver of the 2012
Toyota Highlander might be drunk. He watched as the driver weaved from the WB I-64
exit lane to SB I-270, back onto I-64 and then across the lanes and onto the shoulder.
Officer Doll stopped the Toyota after it had exited I-64 at Maryville Center. The driver,
Rebecca Oswald, 42, of Manchester, MO said she did not know why she had been
stopped. Officer Doll explained he stopped her because she had been weaving all over
the highway.
Oswald replied that was because she had been texting. Oswald had the strong smell of
booze on her breath, but at first denied having anything to drink but then said she might
have had one beer while at the Cardinals baseball game.
Officer Doll’s police report listed the following immediate clues that Oswald had been
drinking.

He asked her about the wet spot on her jeans and she admitted it was urine.
She refused to take a field breath test and failed other field sobriety tests. She was
arrested and at the police station she again refused to take the official breath test.
I find it amazing that someone who claims they only had one-beer would refuse to take
a breath test, unless of course the person is lying, like most are when arrested for DWI.
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Rebecca Oswald
OUTCOME: On 08/17/17 Oswald pled guilty before Town and Country Judge Niehoff to
DWI. She was placed on a No-Record, No-Fine, No-Points 2-year SIS probation. She
also pled guilty to improper lane use and was fined $225 and received 2-points on her
driver’s license.
TOWN AND COUNTRY ELECTION MONEY: There are only two races in Town and
Country, in Ward 2 and Ward 3. Incumbent Gussie Crawford in Ward-3 did not open a
campaign committee as she was not planning on spending over $1,000. Here are the
March reports from the other three candidates:
Ward 3: Matt Reuter Reuter received $600 from people giving less than $100 who he
doesn’t have to report.

Ward 2: Incumbent Lindsey Butler: Butler received $1,727 from people giving less
than $100 who she does not have to report.
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Will McKnight: McKnight loaned himself $1,500 so far. He received $300 from people
giving less than $100 that he doesn’t have to report.
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CONTRACTOR WHO SHOT CHESTERFIELD COUPLE IN BED AND LATER SHOT
HIMSELF AFTER POLICE PURSUIT IN ARKANSAS NOW FACING 21 NEW
CHARGES INVOLVING THE KIDNAPPING AND SEXUAL ASSAULTS ON HIS WIFE.
In our March 11, 2018 Ex Alderman Newsletter #320 we reported how Phillip Stroisch,
42, of South St. Louis County drove to former clients’ Jacob and Toni Edinger at 5am,
entered their home at 14272 Forest Crest Drive in Chesterfield. and shot through a
closed bedroom door shooting Jacob in the leg and Toni in the foot.
We later learned that a possible motive for the shooting was a bad review on Angie’s
List. He was charged with 2-counts of Assault and 2-counts of armed criminal action.
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Two days later a St. Louisian, traveling in Arkansas recognized Stroich and his vehicle
from news coverage called local police. A pursuit then occurred and ended with
Stroisch shooting himself in the head. But he screwed that up and survived.

An investigation by St. Louis County Police revealed that Stroisch earlier in the night
had sexually assaulted his wife and then kidnapped her at gunpoint and continued to
sexually assault her into the night. Here are the facts from the Court Files:
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CHESTERFIELD POLICE CHARGE CHESTERFIELD WOMAN WITH FELONY DWI
AFTER HER THIRD DWI ARREST. Valerie Maria Terschluse-Alderfer,55, was
arrested by Chesterfield Police Officer Russell Hesser on March 4, 2016. His clue that
she might be drunk is that she was driving on a flat tire.
Terschluse-Alderfer of 1962 Ridge Lake Drive in Chesterfield had two prior DWI
convictions. She was arrested for DWI on October 26, 2005 by the Town and Country
Police and pled guilty on February 2, 2006. On July 10, 2009 she was arrested for DWI
by County Police. She pled guilty on July 15, 2010.
The Chesterfield arrest happened at Chermoore Drive and Schoettler Road. This is
from the court file:
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Valerie Maria Terschluse-Alderfer
It took two years for the charges to be filed. I question how serious anyone prosecutor
is in St. Louis County about doing something about drunk drivers.
SEVEN MORE DECAMPI CAMPAIGN SIGNS STOLEN: We have not been impressed
with Bill Lawson from the first time we saw him in action. Lawson showed up at the City
Council meeting in 2017 and attacked the City Council and staff for releasing the
Doorack lease information including emails and secret meeting minutes to me after
illegally hiding the documents for seven years. He wasn’t upset about them hiding the
documents, but releasing them to the public and finally being in compliance with
Missouri Law.
Next Lawson, with close ties to the Chesterfield Prosecutor Tim Engelmeyer, who
refuses to prosecutor or take to trial anyone who hired a local lawyer, filed to run against
incumbent Tom DeCampi for the City Council. Lawson began a campaign of lies about
DeCampi, some of which we detailed last week.
Now DeCampi campaign signs are being stolen often within an hour of being put up.
DeCampi was elected as a reform candidate over long time incumbent Connie Fults.
He also was one of the councilpersons who voted not to retain Tim Engelmeyer as city
prosecutor.
Now he has had seven more campaign signs stolen; this time from the Chesterfield
Estates subdivisions, most taken within an hour of being placed up.
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Apparently Lawson and or his supporters think very little of the first amendment and
freedom of speech as Lawson did in 2017 about transparency in government.

Bill Lawson at a City Council meeting complaining about
the Council releasing public records.
The Chesterfield Police are not just taking reports; they are trying to catch the person or
persons stealing the DeCampi signs. They have checked commercial video
surveillance along Chesterfield Airport Road where the first three were stolen and they
are trying to find home security video in the subdivision where the last seven were
stolen.
If Lawson would be a suspect and arrested, one wonders who would prosecute him.
Here is a photo from Lawson’s campaign video that features Chesterfield prosecutor
Tim Engelmeyer’s son stuffing campaign envelops.
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MONEY, MONEY, MONEY: In his eight days before the election report, here is who
Lawson claimed gave him money:
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HOCKEY TIME: Keep in mind Lawson is very upset that DeCampi voted against a
TDD sales tax district to continue for an extra 15-years instead of expiring. The new
revenue would go to two private hockey rinks in Chesterfield Valley. DeCampi is not
against youth hockey, but is against special sales tax districts.
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DECAMPI CAMPAIGN FUNDS: In the same eight day before election report,
DeCampi only lists three contributors. Two of them are well known leaders of local GOP
and citizen political action groups.

WARD TWO
Jami Dolby: Dolby raised $750 in contributions in march. What was interesting is that
none of it came from anyone in Chesterfield. Here is her list of contributors:
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Mary Ann Mastorakos: While all of Jami Dolby’s March contributors were from out of
Chesterfield, 7 of 8 contributors to Mary Ann Mastorakos’ contributors were listed as
retired. Here are her March contributors:
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NEW SCULPTURE PLACED IN CHESTERFIELD PARKS COMPLEX:
The City of Chesterfield is one of the nine cities in the Creative Communities Alliance.
This year there was a draft for art projects and Chesterfield won the “Saturday’s
Distraction” a half size bronze of a young boy with a book, an ice cream cone and a
baseball glove attached to his pants through his belt. His dog is present jumping up in
the vicinity of the ice cream cone.
The sculpture is by a couple from South Dakota. Chesterfield will rent it for $500 for two
years. The sculpture is valued at $15,000. Chesterfield or another interested party can
buy the art work after the two years.
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT REPORTS ON THE CHESTERFIELD CARVANA
PUBLIC HEARING: Yes some dimwit wants to build a used car facility that is six
stories high and lighted 24-hours a day with color lights and will deliver your car to you
on an elevator. The proposal is to build this at the edge of the Top Golf facility along I64 in the Chesterfield Valley. A reported selling point is the used car tower will hide the
poles holding nets at Top Golf.

This project is being fronted by development attorney Mike Doster and Consulting
Engineer George Stock.
Here is the report from our special correspondent:

Folks got up and dumped on Carvana at PC.....hideous monstrosity....has
no place here...etc ...etc. Carvana wants to keep the entire structure
internally lit 24-7-365......internally cuz it's all glass and it will look externally
lit.
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Everybody looked it up on You Tube while they were presenting......it's
awful....one is aglow in green all night and day....one in
blue.....cripes....might as well blink on and off too. What a disaster.
It is too bad that someone on the Planning Commission can’t immediately move for a
vote and get this thing defeated without delay.
CHESTERFIELD MAN IN ONE CAR CRASH ON I-64: Kenneth N. Allen, 64, of
Highcroft Drive in Chesterfield was involved in a one car accident when at 2:59 PM he
drove off of I-64 near Research Blvd. in St. Charles County.

According to the Highway Patrol crash report Allen was not wearing a seat belt and
received minor injuries. He was transported by ambulance to Mercy Hospital.
MUSIC: Anita Rosamond has been playing at the Parkside Grill almost every
Wednesday evening for some time. However, this weekend she moves to the east and
appears for the first time on Saturday Easter Eve at Viviano’s in the Four Seasons
Shopping Center from 6-to-9.

Here is Anita as an Elf at the Parkside Grill. I wonder
if she will be the Easter Bunny at Viviano’s.
FOOD: THE LIE AT IMO’S: I have had jobs for most of my life where people have lied.
I was a cop, a detective, a police commander, an arson investigator, a magazine’s
Washington Correspondent covering Congress and the DOJ, a reporter covering
politicians and a sportswriter. I have had people lie and lie to me. It got so that I
developed a pretty good “Bullshit Detector.”
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So last Monday while covering a Town and Country Board of Aldermen meeting my BS
Detector went off a couple times at the meeting but it was pegged after the meeting
when I placed an order at the Des Peres Imo’s.
As a confession I have been eating at Imo’s since around 1966 when an old Shell gas
station office was converted to an Imo’s in Webster Groves at Lockwood and Big Bend.
In the summer after playing baseball all day we would be at a friend’s house watching
the Steve Allen Show from Hollywood and would order a pizza from the “new” Imo’s.
Rarely would we get toppings since they cost extra.
After moving out of town my normal first stop after leaving the airport and before seeing
my elderly parents, would be getting a St. Louis style pizza at Farrato’s or Imo’s.
Monday night: Earlier in the day I noticed an Imo’s coupon in the Post-Dispatch for a
medium two-topping pizza for $8.95. A small 2-topping pizza is normally $2.50 more. I
tore out the coupon. I did notice that it was for “online orders.” But of course
advertising is to get customers.
After the T&C meeting around 8:30, I took out my 12-year-old flip phone and called the
Des Peres Imo’s. The person who answered the phone said that coupon was only good
if used online and to use the online function on my phone. I said me flip phone did not
have an online connection. That was too bad. So I drove to the Imo’s. On a rainy
Monday night I was the only one there.
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At the store, I mentioned that a woman there used to give me the “online” special price
on a medium pizza 2-topping pizza even when I called in.
The manager then told me that Imo’s can tell if it was not an online order and fine them.
Well this set off my “He is a LIAR” alarm. So I asked him directly if the corporate Imo’s
office would fine them. He state again that they would be fined. Since all Imo’s are
franchises I knew this was bullshit. I paid $11.50 and took my pizza. When I got home I
found out it wasn’t even what I ordered. I ordered a hamburger and ham pizza and got
a ham and bacon pizza.

Find the hamburger

So on Tuesday I emailed the Imo’s corporate office and asked if they can tell if a store
used a coupon on a non-online purchase and do they fine that store. Here is their
response:
From: John Hoffmann [mailto:johnhoffmann@charter.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 2:26 PM
To: Imos Pizza
Subject: Imo's Pizza - Website Contact Us Form QUESTION
Does Imo’s corporate office FINE independent franchise holders if they accept a coupon for “online” orders when the order was called in on a cell phone without internet connections?
Thanks!
John Hoffmann
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From: Imos Pizza [mailto:imos@imospizza.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 2:31 PM
To: John Hoffmann
Subject: RE: Imo's Pizza - Website Contact Us Form QUESTION

Hello John,
No, absolutely not
If a specific Imo’s store told you this, please let us know which one it was.
Thank you

A $12 pizza is no big deal, but I hate it when people lie to me. The owner of the store
(he owns several) called me back and told me the assistant manager admitted that he
lied to me. The fact that they wouldn’t accept the coupon was one thing, but to have
someone lie to me about a $3 coupon really pissed me off.
HAPPY EASTER FROM PETER COTTONTAIL:
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CHESTERFIELD POLICE BLOTTER Here is what the folks in blue were dealing with
last week:
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COMMENT ABOUT THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE; LIKE EM OR HATE EM: The
Chesterfield Police are up for the renewal of their national CALEA (Commission
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Accreditation of Law Enforcement Agencies) accreditation. As part of the process an
assessment team from out of town will be holding a public hearing on the Chesterfield
Police on Wednesday April 3 in person at the City Council chambers from 5pm to 6pm
or by phone from 1pm to 3pm by calling 636-537-6745.

CARTOONS:
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